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The Atomic Spectroscopy and Collisions Using Slow Antiprotons (ASACUSA) collaboration is currently carrying out laser spectroscopy experiments on antiprotonic helium (pHe + ≡p + He 2+ + e − ) atoms at CERN's Antiproton Decelerator facility. Two-photon spectroscopic techniques have been employed to reduce the Doppler width of the measuredpHe + resonance lines, and determine the atomic transition frequencies to a fractional precision of 2.3-5 parts in 10 9 . More recently, single-photon spectroscopy of buffer-gas cooledpHe + has reached a similar precision. By comparing the results with threebody quantum electrodynamics calculations, the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio was determined as Mp/m e = 1836.1526734 (15) , which agrees with the known proton-to-electron mass ratio with a precision of 8 × 10 −10 . The high-quality antiproton beam provided by the future Extra Low Energy Antiproton Ring (ELENA) facility should enable further improvements in the experimental precision. This article is part of the Theo Murphy meeting issue 'Antiproton physics in the ELENA era'.
Introduction
Metastable antiprotonic helium (pHe + ) is a threebody exotic atom made of a helium nucleus, an electron in the 1s ground state, and an antiproton occupying a Rydberg state of large principal and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers n ∼ − 1 ∼ 38 [1] [2] [3] . The atom retains a microsecond-scale lifetime against antiproton annihilation in the helium nucleus. This unusual longevity allows us to measure the transition frequencies ofpHe + by laser spectroscopy. [4] [5] [6] , the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio Mp/m e can, in principle, be determined with a relative precision of less than 1 × 10 −10 . This may rival the best determinations of the proton-to-electron mass ratio M p /m e obtained from experiments involving Penning traps [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] or laser spectroscopy measurements of HD + molecular ions [12, 13] . ThesepHe + experiments also provide a consistency test of CPT (charge, parity and time reversal) symmetry [14] , which may be complementary to other atomic spectroscopy experiments on antihydrogen atoms [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This paper reviews the recent results of such experiments carried out by the Atomic Spectroscopy and Collisions Using Slow Antiprotons (ASACUSA) collaboration at the antiproton decelerator (AD) facility of CERN. These atoms are synthesized via the reaction
which occurs when antiprotons slow down and come to rest in a helium target [20] . Other types of antiprotonic atoms are typically destroyed within picoseconds following formation, as the exotic atoms rapidly deexcite to states of low -values by undergoing electromagnetic cascade processes, before being absorbed into the atomic nucleus. In the unique case ofpHe + , these processes are highly suppressed. Auger emission rates of the 1s electron are small due to the large (25 eV) ionization potential. Stark mixing during collisions with other helium atoms does not easily occur because the antiprotonic states having the same n-value are far from degenerate in this threebody system. The 1s electron protects the antiproton during collisions with other helium atoms in the target [21, 22] . The metastablepHe + preferentially deexcites by undergoing slow radiative transitions of the type n = = −1 with lifetimes of τ = 1-2 µs. The transition frequencies ofpHe + have been calculated [4] [5] [6] to a relative precision of approximately 10 −10 by evaluating the complete set of QED corrections up to order m e α 7 in atomic units. Here, m e and α respectively denote the electron mass and the fine structure constant. These a priori calculations used the International Council for Science Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA) 2010 recommended values of the fundamental constants [23] . This included the fine structure constant α, the 3 He-and 4 He-to-electron mass ratios, the Bohr radius and the Rydberg constant. The corrections due to the finite charge radii of the helium nucleus (4-7 MHz) and of the antiproton [24] (less than 1 MHz) are small because the spatial overlap between the Rydberg antiproton orbital and the nucleus is small, and because the antiproton is polarized away from the 1s electron.
In the experiments described here, laser pulses excited transitions between metastablepHe + states and states with nanosecond-scale Auger lifetimes. ThepHe 2+ ion that remained after Auger decay was destroyed by Stark effects, which mixed the Rydberg ionic states with s, p and d states at high n during collisions with other helium atoms in the target. This led to antiproton absorption into the helium nucleus within picoseconds. A Cherenkov detector measured the charged pions that emerged from the annihilation, which revealed the resonance condition between the laser andpHe + as a sharp spike in the annihilation rate.
Sub-Doppler two-photon laser spectroscopy
The thermal motion ofpHe + in the experimental target at temperature T broadens the width of the single-photon laser resonances by ν 8k B T log 2/Mc 2 . Here, ν denotes the transition frequency, k B the Boltzmann constant, M the atom's mass and c the speed of light. The corresponding loss in the spectral resolution limited [25, 26] the precision of determining the resonance centroid to approximately 10 −7 -10 −8 . One method to reach a precision beyond this Doppler limit was provided by two-photon spectroscopy [2, 27] , in which thepHe + was irradiated by two counterpropagating laser beams. The optical frequencies ν 1 and ν 2 of the two beams were tuned so that their sum ν 1 + ν 2 corresponded to the transition frequencies of the type (n, ) → (n − 2, − 2). In this way, the Doppler shift involving thepHe + and ν 1 laser was partially cancelled by the opposite shift relative to the counterpropagating ν 2 laser. The transition probability was enhanced by tuning ν 1 and ν 2 so that the virtual intermediate state of the two-photon transition lay close (within ν d ≈ 10 GHz) to a real state, (n − 1, − 1). At resonance between the laser beams and pHe + , the antiproton populations were transferred between the parent and daughter states via the nonlinear transition, so that the first-order Doppler width was reduced by a factor
. This revealed narrow spectral lines.
In this way, three two-photon transition frequencies ofp 4 He + andp 3 He + isotopes at ultraviolet wavelengths (λ = 140, 193 and 197 nm) were measured [2] to a precision of 2.3-5 parts in 10 9 . The results were in good agreement with three-body QED calculations [4, 5] .
3. Buffer-gas cooling and single-photon spectroscopy
In the most recent experiment of ASACUSA, some 2 × 10 9p He + atoms were cooled to a temperature T = 1.5-1.7 K by allowing the atoms to undergo elastic collisions with cryogenic helium gas [3] . This cooling behavior is in contrast to some other kinds of exotic atoms, such as pionic hydrogen [28] , which was found to be heated by collisions with hydrogen molecules that deexcite the atom. The density of the buffer gas (T ∼ 1.5 K and P = 40-170 Pa) was carefully adjusted so that thepHe + atoms, once formed, rapidly underwent a few hundred or more cooling collisions before being interrogated by the resonant laser beam. The 1s electron ofpHe + protected most of the atoms during this cooling. The experiment (figure 1) used the pulsed beam of AD that contained between 2 × 10 7 and 3 × 10 7 antiprotons of kinetic energy E = 5.3 MeV and repetition rate f = 0.01 Hz. Approximately 25% of the antiprotons were slowed down to E = 75 keV by allowing them to traverse a 3 m long radio frequency quadrupole decelerator (RFQD) [25, 29] . The device was also recently used to attempt to measure the annihilation cross sections of antiprotons that traversed thin target foils [30] [31] [32] [33] . The 75 keV antiprotons were allowed to enter the cryogenic helium gas target, which was in thermal contact with an open-cycle Joule-Thomson cryocooler at temperature T = 1.3 K. ThepHe + was irradiated by t = 40 to 100 ns long laser pulses [34] with peak powers P = 0.5 to 10 kW and wavelengths λ = 264 to 841 nm, which were generated by Ti:sapphire and dye laser systems. 4 He + . They were obtained by plotting the intensities of the annihilation signals which were induced at laser frequencies between −1 and 1 GHz around the resonance centroid. The arrows indicate the positions of the four hyperfine sublines that arise from the spin-spin interaction between the antiproton and electron. The single photon resolution seen here exceeds those of sub-Doppler two-photon spectroscopy experiments using higher-temperature atoms [2] described above, due to the low T = 1.5-1.7 K temperature of the atoms. Figure 2d shows the profile of thep 3 He + resonance (n, ) = (36, 34) → (37, 33). The threepeak structure seen here arises from the eight unequally spaced hyperfine sublines caused by the interactions between the 3 He nuclear, electron and antiproton spins. The spin-independent transition frequencies were determined by fitting the profiles with theoretical line shapes (indicated by blue lines), which were obtained by solving the optical Bloch equations [27] that model the single-photon transition. The experimental uncertainties in the determinations of thepHe + frequencies include the statistical uncertainty (±1 MHz) that arises from the finite number of measured atoms, and the systematic uncertainty of 0.4-3 MHz caused by the fitting function. The dye and Ti:sapphire lasers used to excite the atoms contain a spurious frequency modulation which was measured with a precision of 0. uncertainties for most of the theoretical frequencies ν th arise from uncalculated QED contributions of orders higher than m e α 7 .
The theoreticalpHe + frequencies ν th changed by 2.6 × 10 −9 to 2.7 × 10 −9 when the antiprotonto-electron mass ratio used in the calculations was changed by 1 × 10 −9 . By minimizing the difference between the frequencies ν exp and ν th , the mass ratio was determined as Mp/m e = 1836.1526734 (15) . The one-standard-deviation uncertainty in the parenthesis includes the contributions 9 × 10 −7 , 11 × 10 −7 and 3 × 10 −7 of the experimental statistical and systematic uncertainties and the theoretical uncertainty, respectively. The atomic mass of the electron was determined [10] with a relative precision of 3 × 10 −11 by confining a 12 C 5+ ion in a Penning trap. The cyclotron frequency of its motion in a magnetic field and the precession frequency of the electron spin were measured, and the results were compared (anti)proton-to-electron mass ratio -1836 0 (n th -n exp )/n exp 5 1 0 (ppb) (n th -n exp )/n exp (ppb) 15 -10 -5 0 5 10 direct [7] 12 C 5+ [8] 12 C 5+ [10] HD + [12] 2g cold 1g 16 O 7+ [9] (b) Proton-to-electron mass ratios measured in Penning traps and laser spectroscopy of HD + molecular ions, compared with the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio determined by laser spectroscopy ofpHe + . Shaded area represents the CODATA 2010 recommended value. From Hori et al. [3] . (Online version in colour.)
with QED calculations of its g-factor. From this and the proton mass, which was recently measured in a separate experiment [11] , the proton-to-electron mass ratio was determined as M p /m e = 1836.152673346(81). In figure 3b, these latest M p /m e mass ratios are shown together with the experimental values that were determined by comparing the cyclotron frequencies of protons and electrons in a Penning trap [7] , laser spectroscopy of HD + molecular ions [12] and the CODATA 2010 recommended value [23] . Their recent high-precision values are in good agreement with the Mp/m e ratio determined by the laser spectroscopy ofpHe + .
The TRAP and BASE experiments of CERN have compared the cyclotron frequencies of antiprotons and H − ion pairs confined in a Penning trap [35] [36] [37] . By combining the results with thepHe + spectroscopic data, a limit of 5 × 10 −10 was set [3, 38] on any deviation between the antiproton and proton masses and charges.
Other experiments and future perspectives
Thep 4 He + transition (n, ) = (40, 36) → (41, 35) was recently studied by laser spectroscopy [39] . A stimulated first-order Raman scattering process in a 3 m long H 2 gas cell was used to generate the 7 ns long laser pulses of wavelength λ = 1154.9 nm needed to excite this transition. For this, the 780.4 nm output of a Ti:sapphire laser was passed through the cell. The measurements revealed that most of the metastable populations are concentrated into states of principal quantum number n ≥ 40, whereas the states n > 41 contain very few antiprotons. The hyperfine structure of the (n, ) = (36, 34) state ofp 3 He + [40] was also studied using a laser-microwave-laser spectroscopy triple resonance method. The precision of thepHe + transition frequencies is currently limited by the large (approx.
100π mm mrad) emittance and energy spread (greater than 15 keV) of the 75 keV antiproton beam provided by the RFQD. This causes the samples of synthesized atoms to be distributed over a large (approx. 30 mm diameter) volume in the experimental target. High-power laser beams are then needed to irradiate this volume with a sufficient intensity of light to induce the antiproton transitions. These lasers are characterized by large frequency modulations that arise during the amplification process, which in turn reduces the spectral resolution of thepHe + lines. The antiproton beam also shows large shot-to-shot fluctuations in its intensity and position, which lead to spurious fluctuations in thepHe + signal intensity and background due to the large fraction of antiprotons that come to rest in the metallic walls of the experimental apparatus instead of formingpHe + atoms. All these effects prevent the experimental group from using some precise spectroscopic techniques involving the measurement ofpHe + lines of small natural width.
The upcoming Extra Low Energy Antiproton Ring (ELENA) facility will provide an antiproton beam of energy E = 100 keV. An electron cooling device placed within the ring will reduce the beam emittance to less than 5π mm mrad. ThepHe + would then be formed in a smaller volume, so that lasers of lower power and higher precision could be used in the experiments. The high stability of the antiproton beam should ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio on thepHe + spectral lines. By using this high-quality antiproton beam and new diode-pumped solid-state lasers, the precision of the laser spectroscopy experiments may be improved to approximately 1 × 10 −10 . Metastable pionic helium (π He + ) is a three-body atom [41] [42] [43] consisting of a helium nucleus, an electron occupying the 1s ground state, and a negative-charged pion in a Rydberg state of quantum numbers n ∼ − 1 ∼ 16. These atoms are heretofore hypothetical, in the sense that their spectral lines have never been directly observed. Laser spectroscopy of π He + is currently being attempted at the 590 MeV ring cyclotron facility of the Paul Scherrer Institute. A laser spectroscopic signal, if observed, would conclusively show the existence of metastable π He + , and would constitute the first time a meson occupying an atomic state has been excited by a laser beam. By comparing the experimental frequencies with those derived from QED calculations, the π − mass can, in principle, be determined with a fractional precision of better than 10 −6 .
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